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Mountain researchers have historically approached the study of the
physical setting, climate, aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, and
socioeconomic systems in isolated ways. However, to understand the
complex interactions and feedbacks of real-world mountain
socio-ecological systems it is necessary to adopt a “system thinking”,
combining interdisciplinary perspectives and integrated observation and
analysis. In Smart EcoMountains—the LifeWatch-ERIC Thematic Center on
Mountain Ecosystems (Sierra Nevada, Spain)— we are bringing together
knowledge from different areas of scientific and technological expertise
to develop robust monitoring approaches, as well as advanced
technological tools and services to improve our potential for adequately
observe, monitor, analyze, report, and predict changes in complex
mountain socio-ecological systems and their interactions. Our final goal is
to create a permanent physical and virtual research infrastructure that
combines new technological tools (remote sensing, IA, Virtual Research
Environments, deployment of latest-generation sensors) and traditional
field monitoring, to enable the incorporation of all existing sources of
information (biophysical, climatic, and socioeconomic) for their analysis
and interpretation within a global scientific interdisciplinary context.

Here, we will present the systemic approach adopted in this high-altitude
mountain laboratory, with special emphasis on the different
methodological approaches used for data collection in mountain systems
with extreme climatic conditions and difficult access, including in-situ
observational sampling, automated instruments, remote sensing surveys,
citizen observations, and e-science. We will also present the different
technological tools that we are developing to improve data collection and
analysis, as well as to enhance knowledge dissemination and reporting
capacity, in order to share our experience with the global mountain
research community and explore collaboration opportunities.


